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Day 1

Introduction and Energizer

Foundation of Program: What is the Mission

Curriculum Games (Intro to Curriculum)

-“Who Am I?”

-“Where Do I Stand?”

Teacher Reflection

-Why AM I HERE?

- Who AM I?

Goals as a certified LOAM

End of Day
1stDay Summary: This day is a general introduction to what the Girls on a Mission program is and how it

formulated into the nonprofit organization it became. Teacher’s will know and understand the vision and mission

of the program as well as discuss why they believe they are interested in being a part of such a program initiative.

They will complete games and activities that are similar to the games and activities that their students will

complete in order for them to get a feel of how the program starts and why it begins this way to maximize the

participation of the students.

Day 2

Navigating the Curriculum

Best Practices

Who Can Tell Me? Game

Daily Energizer

I Do

We Do

Lunch

LET’S PRACTICE

2ndDay Summary: Teacher’s will receive the curriculum and practice understanding how to read and navigate

through it for maximum performance.



Day 3
You Do
LET’S PRESENT
Small Quiz

Certification Distribution
3rd Summary: Teacher’s will have the opportunity to pick a lesson on Day 2 and prepare it to present to their

peers on Day 3. This gives them an overall blueprint and active walk through of what it’s like to prepare and

present a lesson.

To be a certified as a GOAM Inc. instructor each participant must:

1. Attend all sessions on time and fully prepared;

2. Complete the Student Workbook;

3. Complete a successful demonstration lesson as part of a teaching team;

4. Demonstrate a overall understanding of the Curriculum and Layout

Instructor Training

Because of the vital importance of skillful delivery, the GOAM programs are available only to those who

complete a 3-day instructor certification seminar. During this training, participants first get a grounded

understanding of the significance of this program and reflect on their own internal motivation to be a

part of the GOAM movement. Following that session, participants observe as I deliver the initial lessons,

modeling not only content, but highly effective multi-sensory group instruction for the first half of the 2nd

day. Then each participant works with his or her training team to prepare and deliver a portion of one of

the remaining lessons, receiving detailed oral and written feedback. Lastly, participants have the

opportunity to create one of the curriculum’s various projects to use as a model as a GOAM instructor

and practice presenting their creative piece as if they were an attendee of their program. This gives the

participants the opportunity to experience best practices when implementing their lessons during GOAM

sessions.

Training Fee:

$595/person

(up to 10 instructors) $6,950

Travel expenses (subject to
change)
(airfare $750, hotel $600,

cab/car $150, meals $200,
parking $50)
$1,750

Materials (10 Instructor manuals, 10 powerpoint
Included

presentations for each lesson + workbooks



Total for minimum 10 instructors $8,650

Additional Instructors up to
maximum of 24, includes

materials
($595/person)

Materials include a program specific trainer’s manual with scripted lesson guides, PowerPoint

presentations for each lesson, and a starter set of 10 consumable student workbooks. Additional

workbooks cost as little as $5 each.

Budget for On-Site Training
The projected budget for an onsite training is above. The initial cost for the minimum of 10 attendees is

$695/person. Additional participants beyond the first 10 are only $595/person, up to the maximum of

24. Travel expenses are not included.


